
10 most interesting webcams in the world
Right now , without getting up from a chair , take an extraordinary journey to the beautiful places of our 
planet ! 
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If you want to visit interesting places, but are not able to be there now, the 
proposed wording AdMe.ru webcams world will help you go into a fascinating 
trip ! No need to pack your bags , call stations and to buy tickets , and even 
do not try to take time off from work. All the most amazing and fascinating 
objects appear on your computer screen in real time ! Are you ready? Let's 
go!

Click on the title to open the webcam. Abbey Road
This street is the second most famous in England after the house number on 
the street 10 Downing Street (known as the residence of the British Prime 
Minister). She will forever be associated with «The Beatles», so that any 
fan of the band certainly appreciate being able to see , because the band 
recorded
most of their songs here !

Times Square , New York
Webcam on the area of   the central part of Manhattan in New York City , 
located at the intersection of Broadway and Seventh Avenue . You can 
change the position of the cameras , as well as to evaluate the best shots of 
the day ! You can also ask your friends sends you his greetings .

The State Museum "Peterhof"
Webcam overlooking the fountain "Samson" in the Lower Park at Grand 
Cascade . Samson - the central fountain palace ensemble "Peterhof" , was 
established in 1735. According to the original plan in the center of the Grand 
Cascade was supposed to be a figure of Hercules defeating Lernaean hydra , but in the construction of Hercules was replaced by 
Samson tearing the lion's mouth . It is believed that the figure of Samson appeared in connection with the Poltava victory of Russian 
troops over the Swedes won on day Sampson the Hospitable . Leo is associated with Sweden, since this symbol is present on the 
arms of the country to the present day .

Tallinn Zoo
Webcam installed in a Tallinn Zoo , where the female leopard Darla gave birth to cubs. Zoo staff have installed infrared webcam that 
shows even in the dark . Therefore, the newborn can be seen around the clock!

Attacking bull on Wall Street
" Attacking bull " (" Wall Street Bull ") - 3200 kg bronze statue, created by American sculptor of Italian origin Arturo Di Modica that 
stands in the Square Bowling Green in New York City , near Wall Street in Manhattan. Once the sculpture placed in the park in 
Bowling Green , she immediately became very popular . Since it is - one of the most famous and photographed sites of the city . Its 
popularity has been compared with the Statue of Liberty.

Tembe Webcam...
Webcam is located in South Africa, on the border with the Kruger National Park. On this webcam you can watch wildlife in Africa and 
see the elephants!

Niagara Falls
You can hear the beautiful sounds of Niagara Falls, even if you are actually on the old continent. Is not it wonderful?

St. Isaac’s Cathedral
And here for fans of the Northern Capital overlook the St. Isaac’s Cathedral in St. Petersburg. Broadcast format: “live” video with 
sound.

David Ghost Cams
Do you believe in ghosts? Seven webcams located in the 100 - year old Victorian home, with their help, the organizers are trying to 
collect evidence that ghosts exist.

The Hollywood Sign
For lovers of Hollywood movies and Los Angeles installed a webcam that shows the 14-meter high letters set in the Hollywood Hills. 
The clock!
Russian article translated using Google Translate.

http://www.abbeyroad.com/crossing
http://www.earthcam.com/usa/newyork/timessquare/
http://www.earthcam.com/usa/newyork/wallstreet/chargingbull/
http://www.earthcam.com
http://www.adme.ru/vdohnovenie-919705/10-interesnejshih-veb-kamer-mira-465005/

